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Concise Encyclopedia of Languages of the World - 2010-04-06
Concise Encyclopedia of Languages of the World is an authoritative single-volume reference resource
comprehensively describing the major languages and language families of the world. It will provide full
descriptions of the phonology, semantics, morphology, and syntax of the world’s major languages, giving
insights into their structure, history and development, sounds, meaning, structure, and language family,
thereby both highlighting their diversity for comparative study, and contextualizing them according to their
genetic relationships and regional distribution. Based on the highly acclaimed and award-winning
Encyclopedia of Language and Linguistics, this volume will provide an edited collection of almost 400
articles throughout which a representative subset of the world's major languages are unfolded and
explained in up-to-date terminology and authoritative interpretation, by the leading scholars in linguistics.
In highlighting the diversity of the world’s languages — from the thriving to the endangered and extinct —
this work will be the first point of call to any language expert interested in this huge area. No other single
volume will match the extent of language coverage or the authority of the contributors of Concise
Encyclopedia of Languages of the World. * Extraordinary breadth of coverage: a comprehensive selection of
just under 400 articles covering the world's major languages, language families, and classification
structures, issues and disputes * Peerless quality: based on 20 years of academic development on two
editions of the leading reference resource in linguistics, Encyclopedia of Language and Linguistics * Unique
authorship: 350 of the world's leading experts brought together for one purpose * Exceptional editorial
selection, review and validation process: Keith Brown and Sarah Ogilvie act as first-tier guarantors for
article quality and coverage * Compact and affordable: one-volume format makes this suitable for personal
study at any institution interested in areal, descriptive, or comparative language study - and at a fraction of
the cost of the full encyclopedia
Routledge Library Editions: Education Mini-Set A: Comparative Education 11 vol set - Various 2021-12-02
Mini-set A:Comparative Education re-issues 11 volumes originally published between 1945 and 1983 and
covers educational theory and practice from the UK, France, Germany, Russia, America, Africa and Asia.
Muddied Oafs - Richard Beard 2018-11-22
There is Rugby Union: the fast, compelling, TV-friendly combat sport in which sponsored gladiators are sold
on their ability to crash into each other at top speed, and sometimes even to avoid each other and score.
And then there's rugger. Rugger was once the serious version of rugby, more than a mere game, a fierce
contact-sport developed in Victorian public schools to forge manly and unshakeable character. For a
hundred years boys played rugger and made themselves into men. They also drank too much beer and took
their trousers down in public. Richard Beard sets out to examine this contradiction by revisiting his seven
former rugby clubs in four different countries. He meets Booker prize-winning authors and former England
hookers, explores rugby's rivalry with soccer, its surprising attraction for nonconformists, and its unlikely
role in organised crime. All while trying to get himself a game. This is Beard's quest into his rugby-playing
past, where he's lived the sport in many of its varied forms. By the end of his wayward journey, he almost
qualifies to judge whether rugger has achieved what the Victorians always intended, and made him a better
man.
Code-Switching as a Pedagogical Tool in Bilingual Classrooms - Miriam Chitiga 2021-11-30
Presenting a mixed methods study conducted in a bilingual mathematics classroom in Zimbabwe, this text
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reveals the semantic pedagogical functions and linguistic forms of code-switching during STEM instruction.
Code-Switching as a Pedagogical Tool in Bilingual Classrooms offers a detailed analysis of code-switching
in the context of educational linguistics, and reveals ten major pedagogical techniques which illustrate how
teachers use code-switches to engage students and provide guidance, clarification, discipline, and recaps
during individual and whole-class interactions. Chapters highlight that code-switching can be used in a
targeted manner to harness the cognitive potential of bilingual speakers and enhance instruction.
Ultimately, the text identifies implications for teacher education, language policy, and educational
leadership more broadly, and demonstrates intersections with key areas including functional, critical, and
cultural literacy. This text will benefit researchers, academics, and educators with an interest in
bilingualism, applied linguistics, and secondary education more broadly. Those specifically interested in
multicultural education, sociolinguistics and educational policy will also benefit from this book.
Reading Contemporary African Literature - Reuben Makayiko Chirambo 2013
Reading Contemporary African Literature brings together scholarship on, critical debates about, and
examples of reading African literature in all genres – poetry, fiction, and drama including popular culture.
The anthology offers studies of African literature from interdisciplinary perspectives that employ
sociological, historical, and ethnographic besides literary analysis of the literatures. It has assembled
critical and researched essays on a range of topics, theoretical and empirical, by renowned critics and
theorists of African literature that evaluate and provide examples of reading African literature that should
be of interest to academics, researchers, and students of African literature, culture, and history amongst
other subjects. Some of the essays examine authors that have received little or no attention to date in books
on recent African literature. These essays provide new insights and scholarship that should broaden and
deepen our understanding and appreciation of African literature.
Some Aspects of the Teaching of Zulu at University Level - J. D. N. Lotz 1968
Medicine Show - Jody Lynn Nye 2016-11-23
It’s the most unusual medical unit in the galaxy–and it makes house calls. A fully equipped starship lab,
Taylor’s Ark is run by Dr. Shona Taylor, a specialist in environmental medicine. She has a menagerie of
very special assistants, including an Abyssinian cat, a dog, rabbits, mice, and an alien ottle named Chirwl.
Now, this highly trained crew faces the ultimate medical mystery. On Chirwl’s home world, humans and
ottles alike are aging at an alarming rate. And if Dr. Taylor doesn’t find a fast cure, the entire colony will
die...of old age.
Taylor's Ark - Jody Lynn Nye 2016-09-05
Dr. Shona Taylor, her growing family, and her highly trained menagerie of useful animals land on a planet
only to discover a colony of humans and alien ottles plagued by a strange disease that causes rapid aging.
Dr. Taylor must discover the cause in order to save the population – as well as her family and friends –
before it’s too late.
Contrastive Rhetoric in Shona and English - Juliet Thondhlana 2000
The influence of the learner's mother tongue on the use of a second language has long been of interest
within applied linguistics. Whilst most studies have focused on the sentence level, contrastive rhetoric has
broadened this area of investigation to the levels of discourse and text. This study explores and applies the
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approach to written English and Shona of Shona native speakers in Zimbabwe. It is both theoretical and
practical, highlighting the importance of multi-dimensional andnon-evaluative analytical frameworks, and
providing information for second language teachers and learners.
Zimbabwe National Bibliography - 1988
Bulawayo Burning - T. O. Ranger 2010
A unique and stylish contribution to the social history of African cities and Zimbabwean cultural life.
Handbook of Fermented Food and Beverage Technology Two Volume Set - Y. H. Hui 2012-05-21
Fermented food can be produced with inexpensive ingredients and simple techniques and makes a
significant contribution to the human diet, especially in rural households and village communities
worldwide. Progress in the biological and microbiological sciences involved in the manufacture of these
foods has led to commercialization and heightened int
The Wiley Blackwell Encyclopedia of Family Studies, 4 Volume Set - Constance L. Shehan 2016-02-29
The Wiley Blackwell Encyclopedia of Family Studies presents a comprehensive, interdisciplinary collection
of the key concepts, trends, and processes relating to the study of families and family patterns throughout
the world. Offers more than 550 entries arranged A-Z Includes contributions from hundreds of family
scholars in various academic disciplines from around the world Covers issues ranging from changing birth
rates, fertility, and an aging world population to human trafficking, homelessness, famine, and genocide
Features entries that approach families, households, and kin networks from a macro-level and micro-level
perspective Covers basic demographic concepts and long-term trends across various nations, the impact of
globalization on families, global family problems, and many more Features in-depth examinations of
families in numerous nations in several world regions 4 Volumes www.familystudiesencyclopedia.com
Proclaiming the Scandal of the Cross - Mark D. Baker 2006-12
Introduces the need for contextualized atonement theology and offers creative examples of how the Cross
can be proclaimed in culturally relevant and transformative ways.
The Encyclopedia of War, 5 Volume Set - Gordon Martel 2012-01-17
This ground-breaking 5-volume reference is a comprehensive print and electronic resource covering the
history of warfare from ancient times to the present day, across the entire globe. Arranged in A-Z format,
the Encyclopedia provides an overview of the most important events, people, and terms associated with
warfare - from the Punic Wars to the Mongol conquest of China, and the War on Terror; from the Ottoman
Sultan, Suleiman ‘the Magnificent’, to the Soviet Military Commander, Georgi Konstantinovich Zhukov; and
from the crossbow to chemical warfare. Individual entries range from 1,000 to 6,000 words with the longer,
essay-style contributions giving a detailed analysis of key developments and ideas. Drawing on an
experienced and internationally diverse editorial board, the Encyclopedia is the first to offer readers at all
levels an extensive reference work based on the best and most recent scholarly research. The online
platform further provides interactive cross-referencing links and powerful searching and browsing
capabilities within the work and across Wiley-Blackwell’s comprehensive online reference collection. Learn
more at www.encyclopediaofwar.com. Selected by Choice as a 2013 Outstanding Academic Title Recipient
of a 2012 PROSE Award honorable mention
Annual Report of the Secretary for Education for the Year Ended ... - Zimbabwe. Ministry of
Education 1980
Harlequin Presents May 2016 - Box Set 2 of 2 - Carol Marinelli 2016-05-01
Harlequin® Presents brings you a collection of four new titles! This Presents box set includes:
BILLIONAIRE WITHOUT A PAST Irresistible Russian Tycoons by Carol Marinelli When Nikolai Eristov
meets dancer Rachel Cary, he sees a woman running from shadows as dark as his own. And one electric
night makes Nikolai promise Rachel two weeks of exquisite pleasureExcept the billionaire lied. Two weeks
isn't nearly enough! THE SHOCK CASSANO BABY One Night With Consequences by Andie Brock When
Orlando Cassano's affair with Isobel Spicer has a surprise consequence, he's determined to be there for his
child. But getting independent Isobel down the aisle takes more than his legendary charm! She demands
the one thing Orlando has never given anyone… CLAIMING THE ROYAL INNOCENT Kingdoms & Crowns
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by Jennifer Hayward Unveiled as secret royalty, Aleksandra Dimitriou enters a new world…under Aristos
Nicolades's protection. He has orders not to touch the innocent princess, but as their desire rises it's soon
clear the person Aristos should be protecting Aleksandra from is himself! KEPT AT THE ARGENTINE'S
COMMAND by Lucy Ellis Argentinean polo god Alejandro du Crozier hates weddings…until he is stranded
with the alluring maid of honor! Innocent Lulu Lachaille is too tempting, and he whisks her off to Buenos
Aires until he is sure that their recklessness hasn't left lasting consequences! Be sure to collect Harlequin®
Presents' May 2016 Box set 2 of 2!
Zambezia - 1994
200 Plays for GCSE and A-Level Performance - Jason Hanlan 2021-05-20
How do I choose a play to perform with my students that meets the curriculum requirements and also
interests my class? What can I introduce my students to that they might not already know? If you're asking
these questions, this is the book for you! Written specifically for drama teachers, this is a quick, easy-to-use
guide to finding and staging the best performance material for the whole range of student abilities and
requirements for 15 - 18-year-olds. It suggests 200 plays suitable for students of all abilities and
requirements, providing sound advice on selection and realisation, and opening up plays and playwrights
you may have never known existed. Structured in 2 parts, Part 1 consists of 8 easy-to-read chapters,
explaining how to get the most out of the resource. Part 2 is a vast resource listing 200 plays suitable for
study/performance at GCSE and A Level. The details of each play are set out in an easy-to-navigate chart
that offers introductory information on: Play Playwright Casting numbers Gender splits Ability Genre
description Brief Summary Exam level Workshop ideas Warnings/advice (where necessary) Suggested
scenes for study Performance notes including lighting, sound, costume and space
Social, Educational, and Cultural Perspectives of Disabilities in the Global South - Ndlovu, Sibonokuhle
2021-01-15
Technology and research for disabilities and disability support are largely produced by the Global North
even though it is utilized globally, including in the Global South. For this reason, the encouragement of
greater research efforts and technological creation are essential for advanced disability support in the
Global South. Social, Educational, and Cultural Perspectives of Disabilities in the Global South is an
essential scholarly publication that examines scholarship and academics with disabilities, with an emphasis
on the disruption of stereotypes as well as lived experience. Featuring a wide range of topics such as
feminist theory, student motivation, and artificial intelligence, this book is ideal for academicians, academic
professionals, researchers, policymakers, and students.
Harlequin Medical Romance September 2021 - Box Set 1 of 2 - Carol Marinelli 2021-08-24
Harlequin Medical Romance – September ’21 – Box Set 1 of 2 Harlequin Medical Romance brings you a
collection of three new titles, available now! Enjoy these stories packed with pulse-racing romance and
heart-racing medical drama. This Harlequin Medical Romance box set includes: UNLOCKING THE
DOCTOR’S SECRETS By Carol Marinelli Paramedic Lina feels instant sparks with consultant Garth, but the
sadness in his eyes shows he has secrets. Is their connection too good to be true, or too good to lose?
HAWAIIAN MEDIC TO RESCUE HIS HEART By Annie O’Neil Firefighter and paramedic Zach is looking
forward to a quieter life in Hawaii and building a brighter future for his son. But his new, kind-hearted
colleague, Lulu, has the potential to derail his plans… TEMPTED BY HER CONVENIENT HUSBAND By
Charlotte Hawkes Lady Octavia only agrees to marry billionaire Lukas to help her brother. Yet attraction
sizzles disconcertingly betweem them... and a trip to Africa reveals to Octavia how irresistible Lukas really
is!
The Blackwell Companion to Phonology, 5 Volume Set - Marc van Oostendorp 2011-04-04
Available online or as a five-volume print set, The Blackwell Companion to Phonology is a major reference
work drawing together 124 new contributions from leading international scholars in the field. It will be
indispensable to students and researchers in the field for years to come. Key Features: Full explorations of
all the most important ideas and key developments in the field Documents major insights into human
language gathered by phonologists in past decades; highlights interdisciplinary connections, such as the
social and computational sciences; and examines statistical and experimental techniques Offers an
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overview of theoretical positions and ongoing debates within phonology at the beginning of the twenty-first
century An extensive reference work based on the best and most recent scholarly research – ideal for
advanced undergraduates through to faculty and researchers Publishing simultaneously in print and online;
visit www.companiontophonology.com for full details Additional features of the online edition (ISBN:
978-1-4443-3526-2): Powerful searching, browsing, and cross-referencing capabilities, including Open URL
linking, with all entries classified by key topic, subject, place, people, and period For those institutions
already subscribing to Blackwell Reference Online, it offers fully integrated and searchable content with
the comprehensive Handbooks in Linguistics series
Aluta Continua Biblical Hermeneutics for Liberation - Joachim Kügler 2013
This book was passed as a PhD thesis at Bayreuth University, Germany. The author challenges African
Biblical scholars and Christian leaders to premise Biblical interpretation on the experiences of the often
neglected underclasses. The author argues that from a comparative historical, cultural and material
methodological point of view, the experiences of the Zimbabwean underclasses whose collective ordeal is
represented by the experiences of domestic workers are strikingly similar to those suffered by slaves
among other underclasses in the biblical world. In the same way religion was appropriated by the elite to
validate oppression of the underclasses in the biblical world, the author shows that since the colonial era,
Christianity in Africa, through biblical interpretation among many other tactics has been an influential force
on the side of the dominant class to advance their racial, class and gender interests. To date, in Zimbabwe
for example, the Bible (and religion in general) is manipulated by the dominant minority to justify and
entrench the exploitation of the majority underclasses. On the other hand, the author observes that the
history of ancient Israel, Roman colonial Palestine and colonial Zimbabwe evidences that when religion is
appropriated (and/or the Bible is read and interpreted) from the historical cultural and material conditions
of the underclasses, it can be a valuable resource not only for their mobilization to overthrow oppressive
systems but also for justifying their resistance tactics. Aluta Continua!!(The Struggle goes on!!).
The World Through Children's Books - Susan Stan 2002
Collects international titles published between 1996 and 2000, and provides an annotated bibliography
organized by the more than seventy countries represented.
Encyclopedia of African History 3-Volume Set - Kevin Shillington 2013-07-04
Covering the entire continent from Morocco, Libya, and Egypt in the north to the Cape of Good Hope in the
south, and the surrounding islands from Cape Verde in the west to Madagascar, Mauritius, and Seychelles
in the east, the Encyclopedia of African History is a new A-Z reference resource on the history of the entire
African continent. With entries ranging from the earliest evolution of human beings in Africa to the
beginning of the twenty-first century, this comprehensive three volume Encyclopedia is the first reference
of this scale and scope. Also includes 99 maps.
Anesthesia and Pain Management for Veterinary Nurses and Technicians - Tamara L. Grubb
2020-03-25
This textbook and clinical guide is ideal for veterinary nurses and technicians in training. It offers a concise
yet comprehensive resource for veterinary students and practitioners desiring a review of anesthesia and
analgesia with step-by-step guidelines. A wealth of illustrations illustrate the theory in practice.
Harlequin Presents November 2018 - Box Set 2 of 2 - Jennie Lucas 2018-11-01
Harlequin® Presents brings you a collection of four new titles! This Presents box set includes: THE BABY
THE BILLIONAIRE DEMANDS Secret Heirs of Billionaires by Jennie Lucas When Rodrigo discovers Lola’s
secret, he’s determined his child will take his name! Their desire is undeniable, and Lola will show Rodrigo
that their son—and their connection—is worth fighting for! SHEIKH’S SECRET LOVE-CHILD Bound to the
Desert King by Caitlin Crews Sheikh Malak assumed he’d never inherit the throne, but when his brother
unexpectedly abdicates, he finds himself king! Now past indiscretions must be put aside. Until he uncovers
the hidden consequence of one delicious seduction… SICILIAN’S BRIDE FOR A PRICE Conveniently Wed!
by Tara Pammi To counter a business threat, ruthless Dante must get married! Free-spirited Alisha will do
anything to save her mother’s charity—even marry Dante. But the price of their marriage is more than they
bargained for… REVENGE AT THE ATLAR by Louise Fuller Nothing gives Max more satisfaction than
hearing Margot say “I do.” Though he was rejected by her family once before, this time, Max holds all the
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cards! But their wedding night tempts Max to forget revenge… Be sure to collect Harlequin® Presents’
November 2018 Box Set 1 of 2! Join HarlequinMyRewards.com to earn FREE books and more. Earn points
for all your Harlequin purchases from wherever you shop.
The Brigandshaw Chronicles Box Set (Books 1 to 3) - Peter Rimmer 2018-06-28
The Five-Factor Model of Personality Across Cultures - Robert R. McCrae 2012-12-06
The Five-Factor Model Across Cultures was designed to further an understanding of the interrelations
between personality and culture by examining the dominant paradigm for personality assessment - the
Five-Factor Model or FFM - in a wide variety of cultural contexts. This volume provides a comprehensive
overview of contemporary research and theory about personality traits and culture that is extremely
relevant to personality psychologists, cross-cultural psychologists, and psychological anthropologists.
Versions of Zimbabwe. New Approaches to Literature and Culture - Robert Muponde 2005-06-15
At a turbulent historical moment, Versions of Zimbabwe: New Approaches to Literature and Culture
considers the relationships between Zimbabwe’s creative literature, history and politics. It presumes that
literature and culture cannot be understood separately from larger social trends; and that besides being
legitimate subjects of study in themselves, through foregrounding literary and cultural issues, insights into
the present crisis inflicting the country can be achieved. The book is the result of a collaboration of scholars
from southern Africa and overseas, whose work emphasises hitherto overshadowed subjects of literature,
exposing new and untried approaches to Zimbabwean writing. The contributors focus on pluralities,
inclusiveness and the breaking of boundaries, and elucidate how literary texts are betraying multiple
versions and opinions of Zimbabwe, arguing that only a multiplicity of opinions on Zimbabwe can do the
complexity of the society and history justice. Individual chapters consider the works of celebrated
Zimbabwean authors such as Dambudzo Marechera, Alexandra Fuller and the late Yvonne Vera, alongside
several Zimbabwean writers less well- known outside the country. Works of literature in the three major
literary languages of Zimbabwe – Shona, Ndebele and English – are examined, alongside autobiography,
history and memoir, questions of race in literature and racial identities of Zimbabwean writers, and the oftneglected, arguably underrated Zimbabwean poetry. The contributors include Annie Gagiano, Caroline
Rooney, Tommy Matshakayile-Ndlovu and Terence Ranger.
Encyclopedia of Nationalism, Two-Volume Set - 2000-10-27
Nationalism has unexpectedly become a leading local and international force since the end of the Cold War.
Long predicted to give way to pan-national or economic organizations, nationalism exerts its tremendous
force on all continents and in a wide variety of ways. The Encyclopedia of Nationalism captures the aims
and scope of this force through a wide-ranging examination of concepts, figures, movements, and events. It
is the only encyclopedic study of nationalism available today. Key Features * International Editorial Board *
Articles begin with short glossaries and conclude with short bibliographies of titles essential for further
reading * Website devoted to project at www.academicpress.com/nations
African Languages/Langues Africaines - Various Authors 2017-09-18
Volume 1 of African Languages include articles originally published in 1975 and written in French and
English on educational, literary, cultural, historical and socio-linguistic aspects of language in Africa, as
well as descriptive and comparative studies. Among others there are chapters on African oral literature, the
standardization of languages and education in Nigeria and a description of Shona spelling.
Cultures, Chess & Art - Ned Munger 1996
Harlequin Medical Romance November 2021 - Box Set 1 of 2 - Ann McIntosh 2021-10-26
Harlequin Medical Romance – November ’21 – Box Set 1 of 2 Harlequin Medical Romance brings you a
collection of three new titles, available now! Enjoy these stories packed with pulse-racing romance and
heart-racing medical drama. This Harlequin Medical Romance box set includes: CHRISTMAS MIRACLE IN
JAMAICA The Christmas Project By Ann McIntosh One night with Surgeon Sam signaled a new-found
freedom for freshly divorced neurologist, Chloe Bailey. But when they accidentally meet again—on a
medical assignment in Jamaica—Chloe discovers she’s pregnant… DECEMBER REUNION IN CENTRAL
PARK The Christmas Project By Deanne Anders When Dr Scott learns he’ll be joining Brooklyn Heights
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Hospital’s team, his first thought is nurse Felicity: the woman he almost found forever with . Now, he’s
back in her city… and her heart? THE NURSE’S CHRISTMAS HERO By Karin Baine Widowed nurse, Shona
has returned home. Getting roped in to help lifeboat leader Alasdair’s wasn’t part of the plan. He once
betrayed her heart, could he now be the one to rebuild it?
The Franki Amato Mysteries Big Box Set - Traci Andrighetti 2022-10-17
“The good times roll in Traci Andrighetti’s Franki Amato series! Cleverly named with colorful Italian
libations—and filled with equally colorful characters—these fast-paced and funny cozies feature a dryly
witty sleuth and a New Orleans setting so well-rendered, you can taste the Hurricanes, cher. Written with
equal parts sprezzatura and humor, Andrighetti's well-plotted mysteries feature more twists and turns than
a Mardi Gras parade. Looking forward to Franki‘s next “intoxicating” adventure!” ~ Rosie Genova, author
of The Italian Kitchen Mysteries This cozy comedy collection includes all 7 books in the USA Today
bestselling Franki Amato Mysteries: Limoncello Yellow (book 1) Prosecco Pink (book 2) Amaretto Amber
(book 3) Campari Crimson (book 4) Galliano Gold (book 5) Marsala Maroon (book 6) Valpolicella Violet
(book 7) And the Mardi Gras party isn’t over! Tuaca Tan (book 8) is coming down the parade route in 2023!
To find out what Franki’s up to between the books, join Traci’s newsletter at traciandrighetti.com to get the
Franki Amato Mini Mysteries for FREE! If you like zany characters and laugh-out-loud humor with a splash
of suspense, then you’ll drink up this fun series by USA Today Bestselling Author Traci Andrighetti. Cheers!
Religion, Women's Health Rights, and Sustainable Development in Zimbabwe - Sophia Chirongoma
2022
This volume brings to the fore the interface of religion, womens sexual reproductive health and rights
(SRHR), and the sustainable development goals (SDGs) in Zimbabwe. It emphasizes that empowering
African women is a pivotal pillar for attaining sustainable development. Contributors discuss the need for
implementing structural changes as a prerequisite for social progress and development to occur in
Southern Africa. They interrogate the extent to which religious beliefs and practices either promote or
impede womens SRHR. The contributors also proffer several ways in which addressing the themes of health
for all and equality for all women and girls can make a meaningful contribution towards the fulfillment of
the goals set for Agenda 2030.
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The International Encyclopedia of Digital Communication and Society, 3 Volume Set - Charles
Steinfield 2015-02-17
The International Encyclopedia of Digital Communication and Society offers critical assessments of
theoretical and applied research on digitally-mediated communication, a central area of study in the 21st
century. Unique for its emphasis on digital media and communication and for its use of business and
management perspectives, in addition to cultural, developmental, political and sociological perspectives
Entries are written by scholars and some practitioners from around the world, with exceptional depth and
international scope of coverage in five themes: Social Media, Commercial Applications, Online Gaming, Law
and Policy, and Information and Communicative Technology for Development Features leading research in
the fields of Media and Communication Studies, Internet Studies, Journalism Studies, Law and Policy
Studies, Science, Technology and Innovation Studies, and many more Organized in an accessible A-Z
format with over 150 entries on key topics ranging from 2,000 to 10,000 words Part of The Wiley BlackwellICA International Encyclopedias of Communication series, published in conjunction with the International
Communication Association. Online version available at Wiley Online Library
Unexpected Twist: An Oliver Twisted Tale - Michael Rosen 2018-09-06
An original story by Michael Rosen, inspired by the Charles Dickens classic Oliver Twist. Shona is moving
house because her dad's lost his benefits. At her new school, she finds that keeping out of trouble isn't easy
- just like for Oliver Twist, in her English class readings. After Shona is unexpectedly given a mobile phone,
she begins to suspect there's something dodgy about the boys she's met. Some gifts, she comes to learn,
aren't exactly free.
Routledge Library Editions: Linguistics Mini-set A General Linguistics - Various 2021-08-05
RLE: Linguistics Mini-set A focuses on the field of General Linguistics, and collects classic titles from
imprints such as Garland, Allen & Unwin, and Croom Helm. A variety of important international linguists
are featured. The titles are: The Chomsky Update. The Conceptual Basis of Language. Foundations of
General Linguistics. Ideologies of Language. Learning about Linguisics. Lexical Phonology and Morphology.
The Linguistic Description of Opaque Contexts. Linguistic Meaning. Redefining Linguistics. A Theory of
Stylistic Rules in English. Universal Grammar
Moto - 2001
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